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An addition formula, Pythagorean identity, and generating function are obtained
for orthogonal homogeneous polynomials of several real variables. Application is
made to the study of series of such polynomials. Results include an analog of the
Funk-Hecke theorem. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. POLYNOMIAL IDENTITIES
Let H k denote the vector space of real homogeneous polynomials ofn
Ž .degree k in n real variables. Suppose x s x , x , . . . , x and x sÃ1 2 n
Ž . Ž . kx , x , . . . , x . Then every polynomial p x g H has a unique repre-1 2 ny1 n
sentation of the form
k
jp x s x p x ,Ž . Ž .ÃÝ n kyj
js0
Ž . kyjwhere p x g H . ThusÃky j ny1
k
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k k w xwhere d s dim H . In 8, p. 139 it is shown thatn n
n q k y 1 !Ž .n q k y 1kd s s .n ž /k n y 1 ! k!Ž .
If p g H k thenn
p x s c x a ,Ž . Ý a
< <a sk
Ž .where a denotes the n-tuple of non-negative integers a , a , . . . , a ,1 2 n
< <a s a q a q ??? qa ,1 2 n
and
x a s x a1 x a2 ??? x an .1 2 n
On the vector space H of real polynomials in n variables, define the inner
product
›
p , q s p q x , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .xs0ž /› x
where
› › › ›
s , , . . . , ,ž /› x › x › x › x1 2 n
and
› › a1 › a2 › an
p s c ??? .Ý a a a až / 1 2 n› x › x › x › x1 2 n< <a sk
w x kIn 2 it was shown that if p g H , thenn
kx y q x y q ??? qx y , p y s k! p x . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2 2 n n
w xThis identity was then used in 2 to obtain the following addition formula
for orthogonal homogeneous polynomials:
 4dnk kIf p is an orthonormal basis for H , thenj js1 n
d kn
kx y q x y q ??? qx y s k! p x p y . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 2 2 n n j j
js1
Our first result is a generalization of this addition formula.
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 4dnk k  4dnk kTHEOREM 1. Suppose p ; H and q ; H are normalizedj js1 n j js1 n
Ž .biorthogonal systems with respect to the inner product 2 , and let x s
Ž . n Ž . nx , x , . . . , x g R , y s y , y , . . . , y g R . Then1 2 n 1 2 n
d kn
kx y q x y q ??? qx y s k! p x q y . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 2 2 n n j j
js1
 4dnk  4dnkProof. Since p and q are normalized biorthogonal systems,j js1 j js1
w x  4dnkeach are linearly independent sets 8, Section 86 . In particular, pj js1
k Ž .forms a basis for H . Thus, there exist coefficients c y such thatn j
d kn
kx y q x y q ??? qx y s c y p x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 2 2 n n j j
js1
Appealing to the biorthogonality, we then have
kx y q x y q ??? qx y , q x s c y .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /1 1 2 2 n n j j
Further, since q is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k, it follows fromj
Ž .3 that
kx y q x y q ??? qx y , q x s k! q y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /1 1 2 2 n n j j
which completes the proof.
As a corollary, we have a generalization of the Pythagorean identity
w xobtained in 2 :
 4dnk k  4dnk kCOROLLARY. If p ; H and q ; H are bi-orthonormal, thenj js1 n j js1 n
d kn 1
p s q s s 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j j k!js1
Ž . 2 2 2for all s s s , s , . . . , s on the unit sphere s q s q ??? qs s 1.1 2 n 1 2 n
We next obtain the converse of Theorem 1.
 4dnk kTHEOREM 2. Suppose p ; H is a linearly independent set of poly-j js1 n
nomials, and
d kn
kx y q x y q ??? qx y s k! p x q y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 2 2 n n j j
js1
 4dnk k  4dnk  4dnkThen q ; H and p , q are sets of normalized biorthogonalj js1 n j js1 j js1
polynomials.
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Proof. For l g R,
d kn
kx l y q x l y q ??? qx l y s k! p x q l yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 2 2 n n j j
js1
d kn
s k! p l x q yŽ . Ž .Ý j j
js1
d kn
ks k! l p x q y .Ž . Ž .Ý j j
js1
Thus
d k d kn n
0 s p x q l y y p l x q yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j j j
js1 js1
d kn
ks p x q l y y l q y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j j j
js1
 4dnkThe linear independence of the polynomials p then impliesj js1
q l x s lkq x .Ž . Ž .j j
 4dnkThus the polynomials q are homogeneous of degree k. Further,j js1
d kn
kx y q x y q ??? qx y , p y s k! q y , p y p x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ý1 1 2 2 n n l j l j
js1
Ž .But by 3 ,
kx y q x y q ??? qx y , p y s k! p x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2 2 n n l l
Thus
d kn
p x s q , p p x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýl j l j
js1
 4dnkAppealing to the linear independence of the polynomials p , we thenj js1
have
0 if j / l
q , p sŽ .j l ½ 1 if j s l
which completes the proof.
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Ž .As a corollary, we obtain the converse of the addition formula 4 .
 4dnk kCOROLLARY. Suppose p ; H is linearly independent. Ifj js1 n
d kn
kx y q x y q ??? qx y s k! p x p y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 2 2 n n j j
js1
 4dnkthen the polynomials p are orthonormal.j js1
We next generalize an identity that was central to the proofs of the
w x w xmajor theorems of 7 and 10 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3. Suppose x , x , . . . , x , y , y , . . . , y and t , t , . . . , t1 2 n 1 2 n 1 2 n
g R n. Then
k kx t q x t q ??? qx t , y t q y t q ??? qy tŽ . Ž .Ž .1 1 2 2 n n 1 1 2 2 n n
ks k! x y q x y q ??? x y . 7Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 n n
Note that the inner product in the above expression is with respect to
Ž .the variable t s t , t , . . . , t .1 2 n
Proof. Let
kf y , t s y t q y t q ??? qy t .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 n n
Ž . Ž .Then f y, t is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k in t. Thus by 3 ,
kx t q x t q ??? x t , f y , t s k! f y , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2 2 n n
ks k! x y q x y q ??? qx y .Ž .1 1 2 2 n n
Our next identity is an analog of the extended addition formula for
w xspherical harmonics obtained in 5 .
 4dnk k kTHEOREM 4. Suppose p ; D H is an orthonormal set. Thenj js1 js0 ny1
d kn k!k1 q x y q x y q ??? qx y s p x p y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã ÃÝ1 1 2 2 ny1 ny1 j jk y l !Ž .jjs1
where l s deg p .j j
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Proof. Write
k k!k j1 q x y q ??? qx y s x y q ??? qx y .Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 ny1 ny1 1 1 ny1 ny1j! k y j !Ž .js0
Then by the homogeneity of p ,j
kp x , 1 q x y q ??? qx yŽ . Ž .Ãž /j 1 1 ny1 ny1
k! l js p , x y q ??? qx yŽ .ž j 1 1 ny1 ny1l ! k y l !Ž .j j
k!
s l ! p y 8Ž . Ž .ÃŽ .j jl ! k y l !Ž .j j
Ž .by 3 . The result now follows.
 4dnk k kWe note that if q ; D H is an orthonormal set, thenj js1 js0 ny1
d kn
kx y q ??? qx y q x s p x q y 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃÝ1 1 ny1 ny1 n j j
js1
 4dnk kwhere p is an orthogonal basis for H .j js1 n
Ž .Formula 9 is analogous to the generating function for polynomial
w x w x w x w xsolutions of partial differential equations obtained in 3 , 4 , 7 and 10 .
2. SERIES OF ORTHOGONAL
HOMOGENEOUS POLYNOMIALS
Our first result on series of orthogonal homogeneous polynomials is an
w xanalog of the Funk]Hecke theorem. The Funk]Hecke theorem 1, p. 247
states that
f x ? y h y ds y s c h x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H k k k
S
n Ž .where f is a bounded integrable function on the sphere S ; R , h x is ak
homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree k, and c is a constantk
Ž .depending on f and k. Since our inner product 2 is defined in terms of
derivatives, we must restrict attention to functions f which are analytic.
Ž .For such functions, using the inner product 2 we obtain the result of the
Funk]Hecke theorem for arbitrary homogeneous polynomials.
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Ž .THEOREM 5. Suppose f u , u g R, is analytic in a neighborhood of 0. If
p g H k, thenk n
p y , f x ? y s f k 0 p x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k k
where x ? y s x y q x y q ??? qx y .1 1 2 2 n n
Ž .Proof. Since f u is analytic in a neighborhood of 0 g R,
‘ jf 0Ž .
jf u s u ,Ž . Ý j!js0
where the series converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of
Ž .an open interval yR, R . Thus all partial derivatives of the series
‘ jf 0Ž . jf x ? y s x ? yŽ . Ž .Ý j!js0
converge absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of the same inter-
val, when the series is differentiated term by term. Therefore, if p g H k,k n
then
‘ jf 0Ž . jp y , f x ? y s p y , x ? yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýk kž /j!js0
‘ f 0Ž .j js p y , x ? yŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý ž /kj!js0
s f Žk . 0 p x ,Ž . Ž .k
since
0 if j / k ,jp y , x ? y sŽ . Ž .Ž .k ½ k! p x if j s kŽ .k
Ž .where the later result is a consequence of 3 .
w xUsing the Schwarz inequality and the Pythagorean identity of 2 or its
Ž .generalization 6 , we easily establish the convergence of infinite series of
orthogonal homogeneous polynomials.
 j4dnk kTHEOREM 6. Suppose p ; H , is an orthonormal set. Then thek js1 n
series
d k‘ n
ja p x , a g R, 10Ž . Ž .Ý Ý k j k k j
ks0 js1
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con¤erges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of the open ball
1r22 2 2< <x s x q x q ??? qx - R , whereŽ .1 2 n
1rk5 5aky1R s lim 11Ž .ž /'k!k“‘
and
1r2kdn
25 5a s a .Ýk k jž /js1
jŽ .Proof. Since the polynomials p x are homogeneous of degreek
jŽ . k jŽ . 5 5 Ž 2 2 2 .1r2k, p x s r p xrr , where r s x s x q x q ??? qx . Thus,k k 1 2 n
k kd d‘ ‘n n
j k ja p x s r a p xrrŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýk j k k j k
ks0 js1 ks0 js1
kd‘ n
k jF r a p xrrŽ .Ý Ý k j k
ks0 js1
1r2 1r2k kd d‘ n n
2k jF r a p xrrŽ .Ý Ý Ýk j kž / ž /ks0 js1 js1
‘ 5 5ak ks r ,Ý 'k!ks0
w xwhere the last equality follows from the Pythagorean identity of 2 or its
Ž . Ž .generalization 6 . Thus the series 10 converges absolutely and uniformly
5 5 Ž .on compact subsets of the open ball x - R, where R is given by 11 .
Ž .The radius of convergence of the series 10 , in the special case where
jŽ . w xall of the polynomials p x are harmonic, is given in 6 . Note that fork
Ž .n s 1, the result 11 reduces to the long established radius of convergence
of a power series in a single variable.
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